Not small talk. That’s Chemistry, connected.

Buckman sales professionals go through hundreds of hours of training so they will be as smart as possible on your industry and its challenges. Because the secret to helping solve your problems is understanding them better than anyone.

SMART TALK.

PULP & PAPER

Where else are you going to find a rep who’s had a four-day class on nonmicrobiological deposit control?

7 educational units

General Enzyme
Convergence
Sustainability
Nonmicrobiological Deposit Control
Microbiological Deposit Control
Pulp and Paper Operations
Wet End Management

TISSUE

Buckman tissue sales representatives are trained to help tissue makers identify opportunities and solve problems.

6 educational units

Wet End Chemistry for Tissue
Fiber Modification Enzyme Training
Tissue Specialist Mentoring Program
Structured Tissue Mentoring Program
Softness Methods

ADDITIONAL UNITS

Sure, we put our reps through an insane amount of training. But it’s the only way we can make sure you’re armed with the very best solutions to your toughest challenges.

19 educational units

Safety training
Mentoring
Compliance